At Least Triple the Percent Homeless of Anywhere Else in the World.

Papa Gambino and the First Families of Organized
Crime welcome you to their Flagship City, San Diego
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No one WANTS to be homeless, and no one
CHOOSES to be homeless. It happens when
everything you do to prevent it fails to work. Making
anything illegal that cannot be prevented makes no
sense. Instead, make it illegal for circumstances to
force people to become homeless against their will.
Once homeless, people will need to use booze
or dope, just to stay sane, and many lose that fight,
too, becoming mentally ill and often killing
themselves. This ends the problems that society
forced upon them. SelfServatives (Conservatives)
cause funerals, but they don't mind, because they
don't believe in God.
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The homeless are retired doctors and lawyers who
invested in Enron and Bernie Madoff, and now live
on the sidewalk. It is our own fault that we believed
in government securities regulation. We refuse to
become minimum-wage greeters at Wal-Mart as the
job is too mindless. We are in many think-tanks, but
they pay nothing. Society does not pay for ideas, so
those with good ones eventually starve or commit
suicide. This has allowed society to slowly crawl
backwards for thousands of years. The use of
nuclear weapons to destroy what is left of this putrid
and wretched mess is probably in order. We have
the ability to correct the harm that humans caused.
Do the right thing. Launch the nukes.

www.

NZ9F.com/SDHN
nz9f@hotmail.com

Twitter: @NZ9F (all caps) • Facebook:
John.Kitchin1 and San Diego Homeless News

News: (1.) Recertification Warning,
(2.) Free Bus Passes Available,
(3.) Gangster/Mafia Rule on Ballot,
(4.) $100/week for Plasma Donors,
(5.) Law Clinic Warning
• Recertification Warning: Many disabled
persons have been committing suicide
because
of
being
intimidated
by
Recertification Letters the past ten years.
The letter says that they need to be re-certified
and bring in various documents and forms to
an appointment at a Social Security Office.
The problem is that the appointment to be kept
is in the past, the letter not being sent until
after the "appointment" has already been
missed. Also, the "documents" that must be
submitted are ones that do not exist. The
wording is harsh, intimidating, and many lose
hope and blow their brains out. One of my
good friends, Cliff Grossmann, is a victim of
this, a retired professional bowler who killed
himself because he could not comply, so he
thought. I did not fall for it, but had already
been removed from pay when the letter was
sent (everyone is) until being reinstated by
going in personally. I looked at the postmark
on the letter, and saw that it was not mailed
until the day after my scheduled appointment.
I also did not try to look around for the
requested documents, which included my
"Railroad Retirement Pension Forms" and my
"Self Employment Expense Records", two of
more than a dozen documents they wanted
that do not exist. Get the word out that
letters like this, although official, are
misleading and merely require an in-person
trip, using your crutches, cane, wheelchair,
or walker, to a Social Security Office, which
is conveniently located where you cannot get
to it easily. Also, the documents they ask for
do not exist, so just tell them that.
• Bus Passes: For Disabled persons, a bus
pass is only $18 a month, and they can get one
using Social Security, SSI, or SSDI money.
For those who are NOT disabled, but poor
enough to qualify for Food Stamps, EBT,
SNAP, or CalFresh, which are all the same
thing, tell your County HHS Food Stamp
Worker that you need a bus PAGE TWO pass

to look for work. The pass you get is the $72
full fare adult pass, eventually, after first giving
you day passes. Note that this is a County
service, and can only be had from County
Food Stamp workers, NOT Federal workers.
• Gangster - Mafia "Clean and Safe" to be
on the ballot. The Downtown Partnership,
operated by the Genovese Crime Syndicate
(Clean and Safe) will be on the ballot, so be
sure to register to vote! You do not need a
street address, just a place that you can
receive mail. Many of us homeless are
experts on exactly HOW a registration form for
a homeless person needs to be properly filled
out, and we will help you. Ask Jim Lovell, First
Lutheran Church, 3rd and Ash, for help if
needed. You can also e-mail me, John Kitchin,
nz9f@hotmail.com. No one should have to
be harassed, beaten up, intimidated, and
threatened by "The Boys" of the Godfather,
twenty times a day, not even society's
weakest and poorest. When the Mafia "Boys"
strong-arm the homeless, forcing them into
eventual suicide, it reduces the number of
homeless in San Diego. Then, homeless get
to live in San Diego's ONLY "Affordable
Housing", the cemetery. Vote to end the
program which tortures the homeless until
they commit suicide.
• $100 a week for your blood plasma.
Scantibodies in El Cajon is in desperate need
of plasma donors and pays $100 a week.
Takes about 2 hours, located in City of El
Cajon. www.DonatePlasmaNow.com.
• Law Clinic Warning: Many of the lawyers
in San Diego will mislead you when helping
you, because they are part of the City Cabal, a
Secret Conspiracy Group, and one of millions
and millions of such groups that control
society. Do not automatically believe lawyers,
many of whom will try to get you to pay them
money out of your disability check, or plead
guilty to laws that are not valid to begin with, or
use the Homeless Court. The ONLY lawyers
that we approve for Homeless Law are the
Cory
Briggs
Law
Firm,
http://www.briggslawcorp.com/default.aspx, the
Robert
Scott
Dreher
Law
Firm, http://members.calbar.ca.gov/fal/Member

/Detail/120527, the Cohelan, Khoury, and
Singer Law Group, http://ckslaw.com/, and
the Michael Aguirre and Severson Law
Firm,
http://www.amslawyers.com/Attorneys/MichaelJ-Aguirre.shtml Anything that is a ticket,
citation, or other violation or concern as a
HOMELESS issue must ONLY go to these
attorneys! DO NOT BE A SUCKER!

Nazi Zionists Continue
卐 Holocaust in Gaza

and RVs overnight, because there are so many
homeless here. And, we have a right to sleep
in our vehicles, 24 hours. This may ease the
homeless problem some, but so far San Diego
is not compliant. The court ruling overturns
two local ordinances, one on overnight parking
and the other on sleeping in vehicles. The
Godfather ordered San Diego news media
not to mention any of this, same as not
mentioning anything about the overturning
of the Illegal Lodging, Must Move, and
Cannot Return Within 48 Hours rulings, also
ignored in the San Diego news media by order
of the Mafia.
http://rt.com/usa/167188-lahomeless-cars-appeals-ruling/

Improving The Economy: High
Taxes on Wealthy Works!

Article censored out, but Nazi Genocide
continues as Zionist Terrorists continue the
Palestinian Holocaust. Australia considers
labeling Israel a Terrorist State. Many Jewish
groups have objected to this terrorism by
Zionists, who do NOT represent most Jews.
Image courtesy of www.ccun.org, the Cross
Cultural Understanding Agency of Al
Jazeerah. (Editor's Note: The use of the
swastika is ordinarily prohibited in this
newspaper.)

Due to Excessive Homeless Numbers,
Federal Courts Rule Sleeping in Cars,
RVs, Campers on CA Public Streets be
Permitted - Including Parking Overnight
- San Diego Not Yet Compliant
The Federal Courts have ruled that California
homeless have the right to park their cars,
PAGE THREE trucks, motor homes, campers,

The 1950s and 1960s saw a robust US
economy, due to extremely high taxes on the
wealthy. They either had to lose a certain
share of their wealth to taxes, or had to start
new companies, expand present companies,
and hire lots of people. When taxes are low on
the wealthy, such as today, they just pocket the
money, not even spending it, and our economy
goes nowhere but down. Propaganda in the
news media tries to make folks believe the
exact opposite. Our low taxes on the rich
results in our current bad economy, few jobs,
fewer companies, and always getting worse.
Continuing this puts the United States out
of business. Same breakup scenario as the
Soviet Union, without most of the nuclear
weapons being sold to all the terrorist groups in
the world.

Beach "Bums"? Are the Ocean
Beach Homeless Different?
Does Ocean Beach have a different sort of
homeless, ones who are intentionally that
way? In the 1950's with the beatniks and the
1960's with the hippies there were a lot of
young folks looking for answers. One way was
to become a "Beach Bum" or "Surf Bum" and
spend a summer, usually between high school
and college, or between college and getting a
job, just hanging out, having fun, resting,

relaxing, and thinking. It became a Rite of
Passage between childhood and adulthood for
several generations. Some of the old beach
movies (even the Gidget series) are actually
about this sort of thing. I did my apprenticeship
at County Line Beach, just west of Malibu, after
college in 1979. I sold firewood and beer to
tourists and locals, and never considered
myself homeless. I was on vacation for the
summer. I never considered this to be a viable
permanent lifestyle, but with an awful economy
and fewer opportunities than ever before, this
may be the lifestyle forced upon many. How
come we still do not have a third rubber
shelter tent, in OB? Shame on you, San
Diego! Probably Papa Gambino, who rules
San Diego, does not approve. Here in the
Gangster Capital of the World, you gotta follow
his orders, or you sleep with the fishes.
As for the use of the word "bum", the terms
hobo and vagabond were generally used
affectionately, while the word bum was
derogatory, although not the terms "beach
bum" nor "surf bum". Homeless is a much
more recent term, and describes a whole class
of people, not just those on the sidewalk at any
given instant. Of San Diego's 300,000
homeless, only 15,000 to 40,000 are unhoused
(on the sidewalk) at any given instant. What is
even more incredible is that the population of
sidewalk homeless changes over a thousand
times a day by huge numbers. It is a gigantic
"rotation". Right now, there are, say, 15,000 on
the sidewalk, but in the past 48 hours there
were 75,000 people who became part of
that 15,000 and are not there now. The
persons who are unhoused changes by the
thousands of persons per hour. Homeless is a
rotation like "musical chairs" where when the
music stops, you may or may not get a chair
(house). And, just because you have one now,
that does not mean you will later today or
tomorrow.
How do you count that? On one day there
were 100,000 unhoused, but only 15,000 at
any one time during that day. Add up the
moments over time, and the numbers are
astounding. I give the proper psychological
procedures for conducting a valid count
elsewhere, and this is a psychological count,

because we are counting people who are trying
to hide from us. The format is accurate and
was developed in the early 1960's. I will try to
reference my earlier work, rather than
repeating it here. It is in Homeless 100, my
basic college course for college freshmen
(Survey of Homelessness) for those who will
NOT be going on to deal with homeless as a
professional.
http://www.nz9f.com/d4100_homelessness_causes_and_solutions

Tijuana Rescue
Mission Still Operating
Founded Years Ago, Somebody Asked Why
I Never Do a Story About Me

Here I am, hanging out with cute
topless babes:
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give hugs and play with the other children. Their
mommy is hot, too, and trying to get food and a
place to stay for them. The boy is Luis, the "Littlest
Hobo" of the homeless children I help. I receive no
money from any government, nor donors, but do
get food donations regularly. Accepting cash
donations costs me more money than the money
donated, so do not even try. I must refuse the
money. The laws regarding donations are idiotic,
but they are enforced, so I must obey them. •
Most help I give is via e-mail at nz9f@hotmail.com,
provided you are reasonably intelligent. I get a lot
of extreme nut-cases asking for help, too, and I
cannot do that. They need to see a Social Worker,
or a Psychiatrist, who gets paid money to help
persons who have no idea which end is up. Sad,
but not my fault, and a waste of time for everyone.
Intelligent people welcome, however. I am
currently running 300 supporters for each one
person who does not like my views. I call that a
success.

Above, rat-killing working cats are bred for use in
rodent abatement. PAGE FIVE

Meetings
♦♦♦

The Girls Think Tank of the

Coalition For Basic Dignity met Thursday,
August 7, with 11 present, not a very good
turnout, but the meeting was the same date
and time as an important San Diego Chargers
NFL Preseason Game. 2 Directors were
present, 3 Intelligent Homeless, and some
community leaders, including one from County
Government and one from the Religious
Community. • The Homeless Possessions
Storage Program, which was recently
doubled in volume from its past program is
again out of bins, causing overflow of
thousands of possessions on the
sidewalks. This is NOT due to the closing of
the shelters, but due to huge new influxes of
homeless, and they are from San Diego, not
elsewhere. Expansion needed. • Fundraiser
Aug. 13, not in time to effect this edition. •
Free MTS Bus Passes for anyone who gets
Food Stamps, also known as EBT, SNAP, and
CalFresh (same thing). Contact your Food
Stamp Worker and say that you want to look
for jobs, and need a Work Assignment Bus
Pass. • Featured Guest, the San Diego
Rescue Mission. They now have a pre-school
license, so they can teach and care for children
while their parents go look for work in the
daytime. They provide transitional housing for:
Single Women, Single Men, Women with
Children. No Couples, No Men With
Children. Intake is Mondays at 11 AM, and
you can also show up at 5:30 PM nightly, for a
7 PM meal and showers. Location is at First
and Elm, between First and Front St., and
between Elm and Fir St., the old hospital. This
is a Faith-Based-Ministry, and receives not
one cent of taxpayer money. • Toilets were
also discussed, and I brought up the fact that
the City has been telling lies for 5 years, and

this thing is still going around in circles. Papa
Gambino don't want no toilets downtown.
Capiche? Meetings regarding toilets are a
waste of time if the persons you are negotiating
with have absolutely no credibility. •

♦♦♦

The San Diego Homeless Board

met at a secret place and time, to decide what
questions needed to be resolved. There are
currently a number of problems, not just homeless
storage overloads, but disability recertifications and
the City ignoring court rulings. • Regarding
lawsuits against the City, we need to establish
whether one, several, or many different suits would
be better. We also need to allow the Cory Briggs
lawsuit against "Organized Crime running San
Diego" to proceed, and point to more criminal
evidence. • We also need to see if the voters
approve an end to Clean and Safe and the
Downtown Partnership, which is the City's
primary contribution to Organized Crime. Clean
and Safe uses strong-arm MOB tactics to harass
and intimidate the poor in the downtown area.
They are run by the Genovese Crime Syndicate in
a number of US cities. ••• Regarding the primary
homeless needs ("demands", the "Ten
Commandments"), if we eliminate all of them that
are "negotiable", that leaves us with 5 or 6 pressing
needs. Those related to Homeless Rights, such
as not being forced to change neighborhoods and a
fair definition of "Affordable" Housing, are first in
priority but not in time of action. Here, we must sue
for rights, such as our rights to 10% ownership and
use of the buildings developed with redevelopment
money. From there, we have the needs of more
toilets, and expanded storage facilities for
possessions. And, of course more rubber shelters,
each operated all year. It would make a lot of
sense to combine storage and shelters, too, as
more cost-effective. Toilets have met with the
City NOT negotiating in Good Faith the past 5
years. Nonetheless, any meeting to reconcile our
differences that does not produce a delay in getting
our needs is welcomed.

Domestic Violence Counselor Training - 40
Hour Course
7015 Alamitos Ave San Diego, CA 92154, Fridays
from September 5th-October 3th, 8am–5pm, $100,
619-409-5879, rarce@csbcs.org;
karenhernandez@csbcs.org;
Crisis Intervention, Assessment, Safety Planning,
Trauma Informed Services, Legal Issues on DV,
Victims Rights, Elder/Dependent Abuse, Batterer's
Panel, DV & the effects on Children, Advocacy, DV
& Law Enforcement, Animal Abuse, Low Income
Resources, Cultural Competency, DV & the
Military, CWS Overview
The MAPSS meeting of August 27 had 24
present, average, all of us professionals dealing
with social services. • A lot of women’s clothing
was donated to the First Lutheran Church, 3rd and
Ash, see Tori Rigg. • October will see a fundraiser
for
YWCA
called
Walk
A
Mile,
www.ywcaSanDiego.org. • StreetLinks will have a
Housing presentation Oct. 22 at 3rd and Ash, 9-12.
Speakers sought. • Girls Think Tank will be
meeting Thurs. Sept. 4 at 6 PM, 330 A St.,
downtown. • Problems with nobody taking VASH
vouchers, because the amounts are too low.
Housing is way, way, more expensive than that
pays. Often, housing can be had in Escondido or
Encinitas, two places poor people do not want to
live.
Agency highlight on Cortez Hill YWCA
housing. Short-term, transitional, families only,
sponsored by the City of San Diego. You must
have children under age 18, but single parents of
either sex are welcome. Apply 1012 C St. Or
YWCAsanDiego.Org. Domestic Violence hotline
for immediate housing 619-234-3164.

♦♦♦ Announcements:
From MAPSS:

Utah San Diego - All The Mormon News!
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